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EDGE EFFECT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
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assigned patent application, which application is incorporated by reference herein:

[0002] United States Patent Application Serial No. 11/268,796, entitled

"DRAWING STYLE DOMAINS", by Mason J . Foster, Jose Madeira de Freitas

Garcia, and Joseph Cleveland Ard, Attorney Docket No. 30566.390-US-01, filed on

November 8, 2005;

[0003] United States Patent Application Serial No. 11/268,797, entitled

"AUTOMATIC ELEMENT SUBSTITUTION IN VECTOR-BASED

ILLUSTRATIONS", by Mason J . Foster, Attorney Docket No. 30566.391-US-01,

filed on November 8, 2005;

[0004] United States Patent Application Serial No. 11/286,658, entitled "CASTING

SHADOWS", by Mason J . Foster, Attorney Docket No. 30566.396-US-01, filed on

November 23, 2005;

[0005] United States Patent Application Serial No. 11/286,535, entitled

"STROKED FILL", by Nikolai Sander and Mason J . Foster, Attorney Docket No.

30566.400-US-01, filed on November 23, 2005; and

[0006] United States Patent Application Serial No. 11/458,465, entitled "VECTOR

MARKER STROKES", by Nikolai Sander and Michael Perani, Attorney Docket No.

30566.405-US-01, filed on July 19, 2006.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention.

[0007] The present invention relates generally to architectural renderings, and in

particular, to a method, apparatus, and article of manufacture for simulating a natural

watercolor filling with realistic edge darkening in an architectural rendering.



2 . Description of the Related Art.

[0008] In the architectural, engineering, and construction (AEC) fields, computer

aided design (CAD) drawings are often used to design blueprints, drawings, plans,

etc. However, such CAD drawings may be complex, confusing, and fail to provide an

end-user (e.g., a potential client) with a drawing or visualization of the "intent" of the

architect or designer. Architectural renderings are designed to illustrate the "intent"

of the designer or architect, as opposed to showing precise fidelity. In these

renderings, the illustrator may want the inside of an object (referred to as fill) to

appear natural. Prior art applications may attempt to provide such a natural

appearance by modeling natural media materials and fills, such as those made be

watercolor. However, accurately simulating watercolor may be difficult and/or

consume extensive processing power. Such problems may be better understood with

a description of prior art drawing software and methodologies.

[0009] CAD programs provide high fidelity drawings that fail to provide a

visualization of the intent of the user. Such CAD programs or other drawing

programs may be vector-based or raster-based. It may be possible to achieve hand-

drawn effects in raster-based drawing programs. For example, in a raster-based paint

program, a bitmap stroke may be created that appears hand-drawn (e.g., using a

variety of raster-based drawing/paint tools). However, it may be preferable to work in

a vector-based drawing. For example, in vector-based drawing programs, a user may

work with modifiable shapes that can be edited, resized, and rearranged. Nonetheless,

the inherent mathematical description of vector shapes lends itself to the production

of hard-edged, non-organic artwork. Thus, it has always been a challenge for digital

artists to achieve natural hand-drawn effects in a vector-based drawing program.

[0010] While the prior art has attempted to create vector-based strokes that appear

organic, the prior art has failed to make object fills appear natural. For example, prior

art programs may attempt to fill an object utilizing a single Bezier curve that wraps

back and forth from one side of a shape to the next. Such a technique utilizes a single

stroke and does not appear authentic or hand-drawn. Instead, the single Bezier curve



appears computer generated. Another prior art technique may define a shape using a

Bezier curve and utilize the defined shape as the paint stroke. For example, if a

rectangle is defined, as the user draws the stroke and presses harder (e.g., using a

stylus and tablet device), the rectangle deforms in relation to the pressure. However,

the shape or stroke or pressure cannot be modified after it is drawn.

[0011] In view of the above, fills, in general, are typically either solid/transparent

color, images or patterns. Such prior art fill techniques fail to achieve an easy,

intuitive, vector-based modifiable means for providing a hand-drawn look of natural

art tools.

[0012] In particular, prior art techniques have failed to achieve a fast efficient

mechanism for creating and displaying a watercolor fill in a vector based

environment. A number of commercial and academic efforts have been made in the

area of watercolor rendering. One example of such a commercial effort is Painter™

from Corel Corporation™. The academic efforts have concentrated on performing a

fluid simulation in order to approximate the water and pigment distribution on paper.

Such efforts are more accurately described in the following articles that are

incorporated by reference herein:

[0013] Curtis, C. J., Anderson, S. E., Seims, J . E., Fleischer, K. W., and Salesin, D.

H. 1997. Computer-generated watercolor. In Proceedings of the 24th Annual

Conference on Computer Graphics and interactive Techniques International

Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques. ACM Press/Addison-

Wesley Publishing Co., New York, NY, 421-430 (1997); and

[0014] Tom Van Laerhoven, Jori Liesenborgs, Frank Van Reeth, "Real-Time

Watercolor Painting on a Distributed Paper Model," cgi, pp. 640-643, Computer

Graphics International 2004 (CGIO4), 2004.

[0015] In this regard, prior art techniques attempt to perform a fluid simulation to

simulate how the water and pigment is distributed over a drawing page. For example,

a drawing page may be divided up into cells and analyzed from one cell to another

cell to determine the amount of water and pigment that is transferred between cells.



However, calculating the watercolor using a fluid simulation is time intensive and,

even when performed in real-time, will often only work on limited resolution bitmaps.

Further, such fluid simulation does not scale well.

[0016] Accordingly, what is needed is the capability to simulate watercolor in a

vector based computer application that is efficient, can be performed in real-time, and

scales well.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0017] To achieve a realistic edge darkening effect, one should be able to blend

from an interior color of an image/object to a dark color at the contour of the filled

image/object/shape. To realize this (e.g., in a pixel shader), the distance/proximity of

the currently rendered pixel to the contour of the shape may be necessary. Such a

proximity can be hard to obtain for arbitrary shaped fills.

[0018] One or more embodiments of the invention generate a stroke that covers the

outline of the fill. The v-texture coordinate is then used as the edge distance. Since

edge darkening is more likely to occur in areas with high pigment density, the edge

darkening can be multiplied by low frequency noise (e.g., Perlin noise).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] Referring now to the drawings in which like reference numbers represent

corresponding parts throughout:

[0020] FIG. 1 is an exemplary hardware and software environment used to

implement one or more embodiments of the invention;

[0021] FIGs. 2A-2G illustrate examples of the granulation and edge darkening

effect for watercolor in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention;

[0022] FIG. 3 illustrates a high contrast image with low frequency noise applied in

accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention;

[0023] FIG. 4 is a high contrast image that illustrates the application of both high

frequency and low frequency noise to an image (without an edge darkening affect) in



accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention;

[0024] FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating the logical flow for determining a

granulation in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention;

[0025] FIG. 6 illustrates a contour stroke 602 drawn on the edge of an object/image

604 in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention;

[0026] FIG. 7 illustrates the rendering of the v-coordinate into a buffer/texture in

accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention;

[0027] FIG. 8 illustrates the result of the edge darkening effect in accordance with

one or more embodiments of the invention;

[0028] FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating the logical flow for determining an edge

proximity and rendering an edge effect in accordance with one or more embodiments

of the invention; and

[0029] FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating the logical flow for creating a water color

effect in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0030] In the following description, reference is made to the accompanying

drawings which form a part hereof, and which is shown, by way of illustration,

several embodiments of the present invention. It is understood that other

embodiments may be utilized and structural changes may be made without departing

from the scope of the present invention.

Hardware and Software Environment

[0031] FIG. 1 is an exemplary hardware and software environment used to

implement one or more embodiments of the invention. Embodiments of the invention

are typically implemented using a computer 100, which generally includes, inter alia,

a display device 102, data storage devices 104, cursor control devices 106, and other

devices. Those skilled in the art will recognize that any combination of the above

components, or any number of different components, peripherals, and other devices,

may be used with the computer 100.

[0032] One or more embodiments of the invention are implemented by a computer-

implemented graphics program 108, wherein the graphics program 108 is represented

by a window displayed on the display device 102. Generally, the graphics program

108 comprises logic and/or data embodied in/or readable from a device, media,

carrier, or signal, e.g., one or more fixed and/or removable data storage devices 104

connected directly or indirectly to the computer 100, one or more remote devices

coupled to the computer 100 via a data communications device, etc.

[0033] Those skilled in the art will recognize that the exemplary environment

illustrated in FIG. 1 is not intended to limit the present invention. Indeed, those

skilled in the art will recognize that other alternative environments may be used

without departing from the scope of the present invention.

Hardware Acceleration

[0034] Embodiments of the invention may also take advantage of hardware (e.g.,



graphic processing units or 3D rendering hardware) within the computer 100, to

expedite the shading and rendering process. In this regard, graphics hardware

minimum may be specified in order to take advantage of such capabilities. Strokes

that are created may be transformed into flat 3D objects/meshes and a hardware

renderer may then be used to shade the mesh. Alternatively, a flat 2D geometry (e.g.,

a single flat plane) is created with the various strokes, and shaded using the hardware

renderer. In addition, the rendering may occur in three dimensions. For example,

thickness and/or reflective properties may be provided for the fill material such that

the material appears to extrude from the rendered image or reflect light (e.g., an oil

paint may have depth and capabilities to reflect lighting). Alternatively, if a 3D

model is used, the invention may collapse such a 3D model into 2D while storing

some or all of the 3D information (e.g., storing information to respect the lighting).

[0035] Thus, the shading that is applied to the fill may be processed by a graphics

hardware. However, the fill itself may be created without the use of such graphics

hardware.

[0036] In addition to the creation of the fill or the shading using graphics hardware,

the hardware may be used to dynamically view the rendered fill while parameters are

being adjusted on the fly. In other words, while the user is adjusting one or more

parameters, the display will automatically and dynamically update to reflect the

adjustments. Such capabilities allow the user flexibility to view changes to various

parameters in real time in an efficient and intuitive manner.

Rendering Software

[0037] In one or more embodiments of the invention, graphics program 108 is a

vector-based drawing application (e.g., an architectural renderer) that provides a

rendering (e.g., hand-drawn, cartoon- like, ultra-realistic 3D content) of a drawing.

Another graphics program 108 may consist of a more precise fidelity application such

as a CAD application.

[0038] As described above, vector drawing programs 108 are typically limited when



it comes to modeling natural media materials and fills—such as those made by

watercolor. One or more embodiments of the invention introduce an innovative

vector rendering technique to simulate watercolor fills with realistic edge darkening.

The rendering techniques are realized in a High Level Shading Language (HLSL) that

allows even large watercolor fills to be rendered in real-time. Alternatively, other

shading languages may be utilized (e.g., GLSL™ [Open GL Shading Language] or

NVIDIA™ Cg).

[0039] In addition to the above, graphics application 108 may also render images

utilizing a shader. A shader is a computer program used in 3D computer graphics to

determine the final surface properties of an object or image. A shader often includes

arbitrarily complex descriptions of various properties such as light absorption,

reflection, refraction, shadowing, etc.

[0040] Various types of shaders exist. A vertex shader is applied for each vertex

and runs on a programmable vertex processor. Vertex shaders define a method to

compute vector space transformations and other linear computations. A pixel shader

is used to compute properties that, most of the time, are recognized as pixel colors.

Pixel shaders are applied for each pixel and are run on a pixel processor using values

interpolated from the vertices as inputs.

[0041] A shader (e.g., a pixel shader) may work locally on each point that is

rendered. In this regard, given the location and attributes of one point on a surface,

the shader returns the color on that point. In addition, shading algorithms are often

based on the concept of multiple passes. A shader, at its highest level, is a description

of how to render an object multiple times to achieve a particular effect that is not

possible with only a single rendering pass. Multiple passes can describe more

complex effects than single passes since each rendering pass can be different from the

other rendering passes. The results of each pass may be used as input to the next pass,

or are combined in the frame buffer with the previous passes. For example, if it is

desirable to render an object with two textures but the hardware only supports the

ability to render one texture at a time, the object can be rendered once for each texture



(i.e., a pass is performed for each texture) and the results are added together.

Watercolor Simulation

[0042] In the prior art, the simulation of watercolor in rendering software has been

generally associated with computer paint systems. One or more embodiments of the

invention are designed as a colorization and illustration system for large vector-based

page descriptions. Two novel properties that may result from the invention include a

natural media renderer, which in many cases is difficult to distinguish from the

traditional paper-based media, and a frame rate refresh (1/30 of a second or faster) of

large data sets without sacrifice of image quality.

[0043] A primary contributing factor that provides watercolor with its characteristic

look is the granulation of the color. Such granulation emphasizes the peaks and

valleys of the paper. A second primary contributing factor is an edge darkening effect

that is caused by the transfer of watercolor pigments from the center of a watercolor

stroke towards the edges when the color dries due to the surface tension of the water.

Typically more saturated areas where there are more color pigments deposited show

more edge darkening, since those areas contain more water that cause the edge

darkening when it dried.

[0044] FIGs. 2A-2G illustrate examples of the granulation and edge darkening

effect for watercolor. In FIG. 2A, the edges are darker around the top and side of the

object. In addition, it can be seen that the fill of the object has a granulation that

simulates the appearance of paper. In FIG. 2B, the edges are darker around the top

left, top, and right side of the object. Further, the granulation and fill is darker on the

right side of the drawing. In FIG. 2C, the edge is darker around the entire object and

a granulated fill simulates paper. FIGs. 2D-2G illustrate similar edge darkening in

certain areas of the edge (that may propagate more or less into the object itself) along

with granulation that simulates the appearance of paper. Again, in the prior art, such

a simulated water color appearance was performed using fluid simulation and/or

image blur operations to approximate the water and pigment distribution on paper.



Granulation:

[0045] In accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention, a realistic

looking granulation effect of watercolor may be achieved by combining high

frequency Perlin noise with a low frequency Perlin noise. The entire image/object

may then be multiplied by the combined noise.

[0046] High frequency Perlin noise that is applied to an image/object establishes the

resolution of the granularity. Thus, high frequency Perlin noise can determine how

fine or coarse the water color effect will appear. Low frequency noise is applied

throughout an image and provides a simulation of different saturation of the water

color on the paper. FIG. 3 illustrates a high contrast image with low frequency noise

applied. When high frequency and low frequency noise are combined and

applied/multiplied to an image, the result simulates the appearance of a water color

fill on an image. FIG. 4 is a high contrast image that illustrates the application of

both high frequency and low frequency noise to an image (without an edge darkening

affect). In the lighter areas of the image, the high frequency noise can be seen in the

grain of the image. Similarly, the low frequency noise can be seen by the darker areas

in the bottom left , top right, and lower right corners of the image.

[0047] In addition to the above, a scale parameter may be used to establish the

desired level of granularity. In this regard, the combined noise may be scaled.

Alternatively, embodiments may provide the ability to independently scale the low

frequency and/or high frequency noise. Such scale adjusting capability may be

presented to the user via a graphical user interface. In addition, the user may be

provided with the ability to adjust the contrast and/or bias of the individual noise

patterns to create/modify a variety of realistic looking watercolor effects.

[0048] FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating the logical flow for determining a

granulation in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. At step

500, the object/image that the user desires to fill with watercolor is selected.

[0049] At step 502, the noise parameters (e.g., scale, contrast, and/or bias) are set



(e.g., by the user or default values may be used).

[0050] At step 504, the granulation is created by combining the low frequency and

high frequency noise in accordance with the parameters set at step 502. In other

words, a simple multiplication of the low and high frequency noise may be

performed.

[0051] At step 506, the noise is multiplied/combined with the selected object/image.

An example of a resulting image with the desired grain is illustrated in FIG. 4 .

However, different parameters may be used to establish different looking watercolor

effects.

Edge Effect

[0052] When watercolor paint is used on paper, the water and/or pigment may

become saturated at certain locations of an image/object. Such saturation is likely to

occur at particular locations around the edge of the image object. Embodiments of the

invention attempt to simulate such edge darkening.

[0053] As described above, a rendering operation may utilize a shader (e.g., a pixel

shader) to render the watercolor effect (i.e., that utilizes a GPU within the computer

100). In the prior art, to peform edge darkening, a blur (e.g., a Guassian blur)

operation was performed. Such a blur operation provides a visual effect that blurs the

edge such that the image appears as if it were viewed through a translucent screen.

During a blur operation, the image is convolved with a Gaussian or normal

distribution. Alternatively, a low-pass filter operation may be performed in which a

filter is used to pass low frequencies but attenuates (or reduces) frequencies higher

than a cutoff frequency. However, such blur operations and/or filter passes may be

expensive in terms of processing time consumed.

[0054] It may be noted that to render an edge darkening effect using a pixel shader,

knowledge of the distance from the current pixel to the edge of the image/object

boundary may be required. To avoid expensive filter passes (e.g. using a Gaussian

blur) to get the distance, embodiments of the invention create an outline stroke that



covers the edge of the stroke that is to be filled (i.e., in addition to the fill that covers

the interior of the boundary). Accordingly, a stroke is drawn over a contour edge of

the image/object. The width of the stroke width may be based on an adjustable

parameter (e.g., by the user).

[0055] FIG. 6 illustrates a contour stroke 602 drawn on the edge of an object/image

604 in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. As illustrated, the

interior 604 of the object/image is rendered with transparency so that the outline

stroke 602 is visible.

[0056] To draw the outline stroke 602, a set of two offset curves may be drawn. An

offset curve is a curve that is offset from an original curve by a constant distance.

The boundary of the image/object is used as the original curve and two offset curves

are drawn based on the original curve. The distance between the offset curves

comprises an adjustable width value that can be used to determine the thickness of an

edge effect. UV coordinates may be mapped/applied to the outline stroke 602. Such

UV coordinates may be constant values. For example, the U value may range from

the start to the end of the outline stroke 602 while the V-values may range from 0 at

the offset curves and 1 in the middle of the offset curves (i.e., the value ranges from 0

to 1 to 0 as the outline stroke 602 is traversed between the two offset curves).

[0057] In view of the above, it may be noted that the outline stroke is centered over

the edge of the image/object. Embodiments of the invention may place primary

importance on the part of the stroke that lies inside of the image/object (i.e., from the

edge/boundary of the shape/object to the edge of the offset curve on the interior of the

shape/object). The V-value is therefore highest (e.g., a value of 1) at the edge of the

image/object (i.e., in the center of the outline stroke) and ranges between 1 and a

value of zero at the edge of the offset curve. Nonetheless, one advantage of having the

outline stroke 602 is that the curve's UV-coordinate is readily available.

[0058] Once the distance has been determined, the distance (and UV value) can be

used to provide any desired edge effect. As described herein, such edge effects may

include edge darkening. Alternatively, the edge effect may include a fast blur shadow



(e.g., where a fade out shadow is rendered based on the distance from the edge),

contour gradients (e.g., where the gradients follow the shape of the actual object

based on the distance from the edge), different types of blending operations (e.g.,

linear blending, smooth step blending, etc.), special effects (e.g., a halo effect based

on the distance), etc. In this regard, the distance calculation can be used to perform

any type of edge effect where an image blur operation was used in the past to

accentuate the edges.

[0059] In view of the above, embodiments of the invention first provide the ability

to calculate/create the geometric faces that are part of both the interior of the

image/object and the interior of the contour outline stroke 602. Once the geometric

faces have been calculated and the distances/proximities determined (i.e., on a pixel-

by-pixel basis), any desired effect that utilizes such proximities can be rendered.

[0060] In one or more embodiments of the invention, the edge proximity/distance

calculation/determination is used to create an edge darkening effect. As part of such

edge darkening, various passes may be conducted by a shader to render the final

effect. However, while two passes are described herein, the invention is not intended

to be limited to any particular number of passes or the use of any passes whatsoever.

Accordingly, alternative techniques that provide for edge darkening may be utilized

and performed in accordance with embodiments of the invention.

[0061] In a first pass, the v-coordinate of the outline stroke 602 is rendered into a

background buffer/texture (the fill will simply be rendered black) (e.g., thereby

creating a mask). FIG. 7 illustrates the rendering of the v-coordinate into a

buffer/texture in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention.

[0062] In the second pass, various operations may be performed. First, the image

with the desired granularity (i.e., as described above) may be rendered (e.g., as

illustrated in FIG. 4). Thereafter, the edge darkening effect may be rendered on top of

the image. To render the edge darkening effect, the distance/proximity to the closest

edge is known from the stored v-coordinate and can be used as a texture in the 2n

pass (i.e., the edge proximity can be retrieved from the texture).



[0063] Once the proximity has been retrieved for a particular pixel, the distance

may be multiplied by low frequency noise (e.g., Perlin noise) in the second pass.

Such a multiplication operation provides the ability to only achieve edge darkening

where darker areas (higher saturation) appears in the image and no edge darkening in

the lighter areas (i.e., the outline stroke 602 will be ignored in the 2n pass). In

addition, the result of the multiplication may be further multiplied by the selected

edge darkening color. Such an edge darkening color may be automatically

determined or by may be selected, defined, or adjusted by the user. For example, the

base color for the interior of the boundary 604 may be used and a brightness value

may be applied to derive/determine the edge darkening color.

[0064] Accordingly, referring again to FIG. 7, it can be seen that the edge darkening

effect is applied where the mask is gray (not black) and is applied in proportion to the

intensity of the mask. The interior of the image/object has a V-value of 0 and is

illustrated in monochromatic black while the edge of the outline stroke has a V-value

of 1 (white) with values in between 0 and 1 (shown in gray) extending throughout the

outline stroke.

[0065] Various parameters for the edge darkening effect may also be utilized and

may be either automatically determined (i.e,. without user input) or may be

defined/adjusted by the user. Such parameters may include the width of the

stroke/edge darkening (i.e., the width of the outline stroke 602), the edge darkening

color, and edge darkening propagation. To accommodate a specific width, the

distance between the inner and outer offset curves is merely adjusted. The edge

darkening color provides the ability to determine how much darker the edge appears

when compared to the fill in the interior 604. The edge darkening propagation value

determines how far the edge darkening extends beyond the low frequency noise value.

To utilize such a propagation, the propagation value is multiplied by any resulting

edge darkening.

[0066] FIG. 8 illustrates the result of the edge darkening effect in accordance with

one or more embodiments of the invention. As illustrated, the low frequency noise



modifies the edge darkening such that the outline is more visible in the darker areas of

the image (i.e., the bottom left, top right-middle, and bottom right corner) than the

lighter areas of the image. Such an effect attempts to accurately reflect/simulate the

saturation of water color and pigment on paper.

[0067] In view of the above, it may be noted that the vector rendering technique of

embodiments of the invention may only use two (2) pixel shader passes (e.g., with 12

and 33 instructions respectively) and scales nicely even for larger drawings.

However, as described above, any number of passes may be used in accordance with

embodiments of the invention. Further, a pixel shader may not be utilized at all.

Logical Flow

[0068] FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating the logical flow for determining an edge

proximity and rendering an edge effect in accordance with one or more embodiments

of the invention. At step 900, an object/image is obtained in a computer-generated

rendering that is comprised of vector geometry.

[0069] To properly render any image/object, one must obtain faces to render. When

utilizing a pixel shader, each pixel of the face is represented in a texture buffer that is

used during the rendering process. To obtain such faces, step 902 creates interior

geometry (i.e., faces) for a fill of the object/image. In this regard, a tessellation may

be created for the fill inside of the object/image.

[0070] Similarly, at step 904, contour geometry (i.e., faces) for the inside of the

outline stroke (i.e., that covers an edge of the object) is created. As described above,

such a contour geometry may be created by drawing two offset curves with the

boundary contour utilized as the original curve. Thereafter, the area between the

offset curves is tessellated with planar 3D faces/meshes.

[0071] At step 906, a proximity to the edge of the object for each pixel of the object

and each pixel of the contour geometry is calculated. Such a proximity may be based

on the proximity to the closest edge for each pixel. Further, such a calculation step

906 may also include storing the appropriate v-value for each pixel in a texture buffer.



As described above, such a value would range from 1 (representing white) at the

edge of the object (i.e., in the middle of the outline stroke) to 0 (representing black) as

the pixel is located farther away from the edge of the object (i.e., towards the interior

of object/image).

[0072] At step 908, the desired effect is rendered based on the proximities for each

pixel. In this regard, such an effect may comprise an edge darkening effect, a fast

blur shadow, contour gradients, a halo effect, or any other desired effect.

[0073] FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating the logical flow for creating a water color

effect in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. At step 1000, a

low frequency noise value is obtained for each pixel of the object and for each pixel

of the contour geometry. Such low frequency noise values represent a pigment

density of the water color.

[0074] At step 1002, the proximity to the edge of each pixel is obtained (e.g., from a

texture buffer). At step 1004, the low frequency noise value for each pixel is

multiplied with the corresponding proximity to the edge (e.g., the v-value) to obtain a

first result for each pixel. Such a first result represents a mask with Perlin noise

applied such that darker areas of the interior will have corresponding darker edges.

[0075] At step 1006, the first result for each pixel is multiplied with an edge color to

obtain a second result for each pixel. Such a multiplication applies the selected edge

darkening color to the first result (e.g., the mask).

[0076] Steps 1004 and 1006 may further include the multiplication of either the first

or second result with additional parameters. For example, the second result may be

multiplied by a propagation value, wherein such multiplying is used to determine how

far edge darkening propagates into areas of the outline stroke having a low pigment

density.

[0077] At step 1008, the second result for each pixel is returned. Such a returned

result may merely comprise the shader returning the second result to the calling

application. Alternatively, or in addition, such a returned second result may comprise

rendering the second result to the display device.



Conclusion

[0078] This concludes the description of the preferred embodiment of the invention.

The following describes some alternative embodiments for accomplishing the present

invention. For example, any type of computer, such as a mainframe, minicomputer,

or personal computer, or computer configuration, such as a timesharing mainframe,

local area network, or standalone personal computer, could be used with the present

invention.

[0079] The foregoing description of the preferred embodiment of the invention has

been presented for the purposes of illustration and description. It is not intended to be

exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. Many

modifications and variations are possible in light of the above teaching. It is intended

that the scope of the invention be limited not by this detailed description, but rather by

the claims appended hereto.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A computer implemented method for rendering an edge effect for an

object, comprising:

obtaining an object in a computer-generated rendering comprised of vector

geometry;

creating interior geometry for a fill of the object;

creating contour geometry for an outline stroke that covers an edge of the

object;

calculating a proximity to the edge of the object for each pixel of the object

and each pixel of the contour geometry; and

rendering an effect based on the proximities.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the creating the contour geometry

comprises:

creating two offset curves around the edge of the object; and

tessellating an area between the two offset curves.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the rendering comprises:

obtaining a low frequency noise value for each pixel of the object and each

pixel of the contour geometry, wherein the low frequency noise value represents a

pigment density of a water color;

obtaining the proximity to the edge of each pixel;

multiplying, for each pixel, the low frequency noise value with the proximity

to the edge to obtain a first result for each pixel;

multiplying the first result for each pixel with an edge color to obtain a second

result for each pixel; and

returning the second result for each pixel.

4 . The method of claim 3, further comprising multiplying the second



result by a propagation value, wherein such multiplying is used to determine how far

edge darkening propagates into areas of the outline stroke having a low pigment

density.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the width of the outline stroke

comprises an adjustable parameter.

6 . An apparatus for rendering an edge effect for an object in a computer

system comprising:

(a) a computer having a memory;

(b) an application executing on the computer, wherein the application is

configured to:

(i) obtain an object in a computer-generated rendering comprised

of vector geometry;

(ii) create interior geometry for a fill of the object;

(iii) create contour geometry for an outline stroke that covers an

edge of the object;

(iv) calculate a proximity to the edge of the object for each pixel of

the object and each pixel of the contour geometry; and

(v) render an effect based on the proximities.

7 . The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the creating the contour geometry

comprises:

creating two offset curves around the edge of the object; and

tessellating an area between the two offset curves.

8. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the rendering comprises:

obtaining a low frequency noise value for each pixel of the object and each

pixel of the contour geometry, wherein the low frequency noise value represents a



pigment density of a water color;

obtaining the proximity to the edge of each pixel;

multiplying, for each pixel, the low frequency noise value with the proximity

to the edge to obtain a first result for each pixel;

multiplying the first result for each pixel with an edge color to obtain a second

result for each pixel; and

returning the second result for each pixel.

9 . The apparatus of claim 8, further comprising multiplying the second

result by a propagation value, wherein such multiplying is used to determine how far

edge darkening propagates into areas of the outline stroke having a low pigment

density.

10. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the width of the outline stroke

comprises an adjustable parameter.

11. An article of manufacture embodying logic that causes a computer-

implemented system to render an edge effect for an object, wherein the logic

comprises:

obtaining an object in a computer-generated rendering comprised of vector

geometry;

creating interior geometry for a fill of the object;

creating contour geometry for an outline stroke that covers an edge of the

object;

calculating a proximity to the edge of the object for each pixel of the object

and each pixel of the contour geometry; and

rendering an effect based on the proximities.

12. The article of manufacture of claim 11, wherein the creating the



contour geometry comprises:

creating two offset curves around the edge of the object; and

tessellating an area between the two offset curves.

13. The article of manufacture of claim 11, wherein the rendering

comprises:

obtaining a low frequency noise value for each pixel of the object and each

pixel of the contour geometry, wherein the low frequency noise value represents a

pigment density of a water color;

obtaining the proximity to the edge of each pixel;

multiplying, for each pixel, the low frequency noise value with the proximity

to the edge to obtain a first result for each pixel;

multiplying the first result for each pixel with an edge color to obtain a second

result for each pixel; and

returning the second result for each pixel.

14. The article of manufacture of claim 13, further comprising multiplying

the second result by a propagation value, wherein such multiplying is used to

determine how far edge darkening propagates into areas of the outline stroke having a

low pigment density.

15. The article of manufacture of claim 11, wherein the width of the

outline stroke comprises an adjustable parameter.
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